ENERGY SAVINGS START WITH THE FRAMING™

Homeowners want lower energy costs, better indoor air quality and improved resale value.

You need solutions that help you meet codes easily while reducing costs and increasing profits.

Like all of Norbord’s products, Pinnacle will help you meet all those objectives. With so many benefits for you and the homebuyer, the decision to make the change is an easy one.

Norbord understands how overwhelming the residential construction landscape is in the 21st century. That’s why we’ve distilled all of that complexity down to one simple idea, that can start saving you time and energy today:

ENERGY SAVINGS START WITH THE FRAMING™

NORBORD.COM/ONSITEAPP

THE APP THAT MAKES OSB AS EASY AS 1-2-3
Pinnacle, The New High in Sub-Flooring

It’s a challenge to break old habits; but when a product offers so many tangible benefits, the prospect of making a change is made a lot easier. A key component of Norbord’s Common Sense Solution, using Pinnacle Premium Sub-flooring you raise your game by letting you build faster without sacrificing profitability, efficiency, material quality, or construction standards.

Affordability

Pinnacle is The Premium Sub-floor with the right price. Builders need to control costs and use products that allow trades to reduce build times with no hassle.

Sustainability

Pinnacle is produced with chain of custody certified fiber from sustainably managed forests. If you are working toward meeting green building programs, Pinnacle supports you with its third-party certified credentials and no added urea formaldehyde resins.

Durability

Pinnacle exceeds the PS 2-10 standards and is consistent from one panel to the next. Backed by a 50-Year Warranty and 100-Day No-Sand Guarantee, Pinnacle gets the job done. That means you build faster and reduce costs.

Energy Savings Start with the Framing, Learn More at Norbord.com/Pinnacle